The Relevance of the book in Amazon Adventure 3D

:

The research team was fortunate to obtain an
original version of the book from 1844 for use
in the research and filming of Amazon
Adventure 3D. Early on in the film, Henry
Bates and Alfred Wallace, at ages 23 and 25,
enter the astounding world of the Natural
History Agency run by the natural history
agent, Samuel Stevens. This unique London
shop is filled with rare science books and
journals and curiosities collected from
around the world - all the rage to buy in
Victorian England. They hoped to make a
deal with Stevens to collect specimens in the
Amazon for him to sell and thus pay for their adventure. Bates sees this remarkable and relatively unknown
book in the shop that depicts the skeleton of a giant sloth and a modern day smaller sloth and he imagines
how the smaller one might have evolved from the giant one.
Bates buys the book and takes it with him to the Amazon - rather remarkable, as each large volume is over
400 pages, not an easy feat to carry around in the humid and dense jungle. We next see the book when
Bates is showing it to a village of Amazonian natives who are fascinated with each picture of strange
animals, most of which they had never seen before. In a later scene, Bates’ native guide Tando is looking
through the book and, at the end of the film, Bates gives the book to Tando as a gift.

HISTORY O THE BOOK
1844

The book is edited and published by William Martin (1798-1864), a former
curator of the Zoological Society’s museum and written by Charles Knight
(1791-1873). The book was ahead of its time. Being the former publisher for
the Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge, Knight was committed to
working-class self-improvement and specialized in the production of
inexpensive, illustrated, instructive reading material. Readers of The Pictorial
Museum were presented with a state-of-the-art product, which attempted to
copy museums as sites for instruction and entertainment in natural history.
The book also relied on quotations from traveling naturalists, such as Charles
Darwin who provided accounts of his findings in The Voyages of the Beagle,
published in 1839. It also referenced influential French scientists such as
George Louis Leclerc, Comte de Buffon and Georges Cuvier. The content was
available in weekly issues at three pence apiece or the complete works as
two, thick quarto volumes of 825 pages, which is what Bates brought with
him to the Amazon.

Volume I contains images of the extinct giant sloth - part of a skeleton
discovered and brought back from Darwin’s Voyage on the H.M.S Beagle and a much smaller modern sloth; a side by side comparison of a human
and chimpanzee skeleton; and an illustration of the quagga, which was
thought to be a distinct species from the zebra and soon after became
extinct. These images demonstrate that Bates would have been familiar with
the extinction of intermediate varieties and the idea that species can evolve.
Volume II contains illustrations of a breeding cage for larvae, Trembley's
breeding apparatus and Réaumur's breeding apparatus. So Bates would be
familiar with breeding methods.
There are multiple references to the origin of races and this was long before
Darwin wrote his famous 1859 book On the Origin of Species... There are no
distinct uses of the term “transmutation”, “evolution”, or the phrase “origin of
species” or “origin of the species”. However, the ideas that the descriptions
are touching on are significant to the development of Bates’ understanding
of species changing and the mystery of the origin of species.
The most noteworthy discussions on origin from the two volumes are in
reference to the quagga, the bernicle goose and the Surinam toad. When
discussing the quagga they write, “With regard to the probability that to some
of these extinct wild species is to be attributed the origin of our domestic races,
we have already expressed our opinion.” The origin of the bernicle goose is
questioned when asking “…What, it may be asked, were the marine animals
supposed to be the origin of this goose?” And when discussing the Surinam toad
it is observed that “the precise period of the year, the circumstance of rain always
proceeding the appearance of these young frogs and toads, which bear the
signs of their recent transformation, and generally the total absence of any
violent commotion of wind, leave us in no doubt as to their origin.”

1848

No doubt, Bates and Wallace re-read all their books on their five week long
voyage to Brazil. Bates carries "a small library of natural history books" with
him during his 11 years in the jungle. It is known that some of these books
include Swainson’s 1822 guide The Naturalist's Guide for Collecting and Preserving All Subjects of Natural
History and Botany and both volumes.

1852

While traveling up the Tapajós River, Bates
visits a Mundurukú village and shows them
the book. "To amuse the Tushaua [chief], I
fetched from the canoe the two volumes of
Knight’s Pictorial Museum of Animated Nature.
The engravings quite took his fancy, and he
called his wives, of whom, as I afterwards
learned from Aracu, he had three or four, to
look at them; one of them was a handsome girl,
decorated with necklace and bracelets of blue
beads. In a short time, others left their work,
and I then had a crowd of women and children
around me, who all displayed unusual curiosity for Indians. It was no light task to go through the whole of the
illustrations, but they would not allow me to miss a page, making me turn back when I tried to skip. The pictures
of the elephant, camels, orangutans, and tigers, seemed most to astonish them; but they were interested in almost
everything, down even to the shells and insects. They recognized the portraits of the most striking birds and
mammals, which are found in their own country-- the jaguar, howling monkeys, parrots, trogons [colourful bird],
and toucans. The elephant was settled to be a large kind of Tapir…. Their way of expressing surprise was a clicking
sound made with the teeth, similar to the one we ourselves use, or a subdued exclamation, Hm! Hm! Before I
finished, from fifty to sixty had assembled; there was no pushing or rudeness, the grown-up women letting the
young girls and children stand before them, and all behaved in the most quiet and orderly manner possible.”

Both volumes are available online in their entirety. Check
out the links below to explore the stunning illustrations
and detailed descriptions of mammals, birds, insects,
reptiles, shells and fish from around the world.

Volume I:

https://archive.org/details/pictorialmuseumo01kniguoft

Volume II:

https://archive.org/details/pictorialmuseumo02kniguoft

